Let CX be the cone over a space X. Let a space X be first countable at x, then the following are equivalent: ( 1 )
Griffiths [2] proved Theorem 1 (H. B. Griffiths). Let a space X be locally simply connected at x £ X and also first countable at x. Then, for an arbitrary space Y with y £ Y, the fundamental group itx((X, x) V (Y, y), x) of the one point union (X, x) V (Y, y) is naturally isomorphic to the free product nx(X, x) * itx(Y, y).
In addition, in the same paper he proved that local simple connectivity is essential in this theorem. On the other hand the author [ 1 ] of the present paper has shown that the first countability in the theorem is also essential. In § 1 we shall prove Theorem 2. Let spaces X , Y be first countable at x , y , respectively. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) At least one of X and Y is locally simply connected at x or y, respectively; (2) nx((X, x) V (Y, y),x) is naturally isomorphic to the free product itx(X, x)*nx{Y,y); (3) itx{{CX, x) v {CY, y), x) is trivial, where CX,CY are the cones over X, Y, respectively.
Corollary 3. Let a space X be first countable at x. Then the following are equivalent:
( 1 ) X is locally simply connected at x ; (2) itx{{X, x) V (X,x),x) is naturally isomorphic to the free product itx(X, x) * nx(X, x); (3) itx((CX, x) V (CX,x),x) is trivial.
katsuya eda
This confirms a conjecture in [2, p. 187] . In §2 we prove Theorem 4. There exists a simply connected, locally simply connected Tychonoff space X with x £ X such that {X, x) V {X, x) is not simply connected.
This strengthens [1, Theorem 2] , which asserts the existence of such a space locally simply connected only at x. Now we state some definitions. A loop / in a space X is a continuous map from a closed interval [a, b] to X such that f{a) = f{b), where a < b. For a loop /, /* : [a, b] -> X is the loop defined by f*{x) = f(a+b-x).
The point f(a) = f(b) is called the basic point of /. By a loop in a pointed space (X, x), we mean a loop in X with basic point x. For a subset U of X, we say that a loop / is in U if the image of / is included in U. Two loops f, g are briefly said to be homotopic in X if / and g have the same domain [a, b] and there exists a homotopy in X relative to {a, b} [5] . The cone CX over a space X is the quotient space of the cylinder X x[0, 1 ] obtained by regarding Ix{l} as one point px-We identify X with the subset X x {0} of CX. In addition, in case Ac X, we regard CA as a subspace of C.Y. All spaces in this paper are Hausdorff. Undefined notions are usual ones [4, 5] .
Local simple connectivity
The first proposition of this section was proved by Griffiths [2, Theorem 3] , but the proof is rather long and uses first countability. Here, we give a short proof, a modified idea of which will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.
Proposition 5. For arbitrary spaces X and Y with x £ X and y £ Y, the free product itx(X, x) * nx(Y, y) naturally becomes a subgroup of the fundamental group itx((X,x)V(Y,y), x).
Proof. Let ix : X -» {X, x) V {Y, y) and iY : Y -{X, x) V (Y, y) be the inclusion maps. Joining the induced homomorphisms ix* and iy*, we get a homomorphism h : itx{X, x) * itx{Y, y) -* itx{(X, x) V (Y, y), x). What we need to show is the injectivity of h. If a member of itx{X, x) * itx{Y, y) is not the identity, it has a reduced word of nonzero length. Let fx, ... , fn be loops in {X, x) or in {Y, y) such that [fk] ^ e (1 < k < n) and fk is in X if and only if fk+x is in Y (1 < k < n -1). To show that / = fx-•• fn is not homotopic to the constant x by contradiction, we suppose the contrary. There exists a homotopy H from / to the constant, i.e., 7/(0, /) = H(s, 0) = H(s, 1) = x, H(l, t) = f(t) for 0 < s, t < 1. We may assume dom{fk) = [{k-I)/n,k/n}. Let H~X((X, x)V{Y, y)\{x}) = (JXeAOx, where {Ox : A € A} is a pairwise disjoint family of nonempty open connected subsets of [0, l]x[0, 1] . Next set Vk = UiQi : 0!i<~i[(zc-l)/zz, k/n] x {1} ¿ 0}. Then Vk n Vk+X = 0 for 1 < k < n-I. In addition, it never occurs that VkinVk^ 0 and Vkl nF^/0 for zq < k2 < ZC3 < k*, because Ox {k £ A) are connected open sets. Therefore, whether or not there exist i < j such that V, n V¡ ^ 0, there must exist zc such that 1 < zc < zz and Vk n Vm = 0 for any m ^ k. Now define Hk by (x if{s,t)iVk, kK ' ' \H{s,t) otherwise.
Then Hk induces a homotopy from fk to the constant, which is a contradiction.
By the words "naturally isomorphic" in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2(2), we mean that h in the above proof is an isomorphism. The next lemma is also by Griffiths [2, Lemma 3.1] with [3] . Since we need a proof for a modified use later (i.e., in the last remark of the present paper), we outline its proof.
Lemma 6 [2, Lemma 3.1] . Let A be a subset of a space X such that x £ A.
Let Y be the jointed space CAliX with the identification of A in each of CA and X, and let i : A <-> X, j : X ^ Y be the inclusion maps.
Then, the induced homomorphism j* : itx{X, x) -» itx{Y, x) is surjective and Ker(7«) is the minimal normal subgroup N containing i*{itx{A, x)).
Proof. There exists a strong deformation retract from Y\{pA} to X. Let B be a path-connected component of x in A. Any loop / with basic point x goes into C{A\B) through pA and hence using a contraction to pA uniformly we get a loop g in CB U X homotopic to /. Since B is path connected, g is homotopic to a loop in Y\{pA}. Using the deformation retract, we get a loop in X that is homotopic to g, which implies that _/" is surjective. Since i*{itx{A, x)) < Ker(7*) clearly, we only need to show Ker(y*) < TV.
Let / be a loop in X such that j Then the path tracing f, ox, Jx, at o~n, An, <y" (counterclockwise on /, ) is a loop that is homotopic to the constant in Y \{p}. Using path-connectivity of B and the strong deformation retract from Y\{p} to X, we get loops gx ■ ■■ gn+x in {X, x) and ax-■ -a" in {A, x) such that / is homotopic gxaxg2---g"a"gn+x and gxg2---gn+x to the constant x both in X. Hence [/] belongs to N(i*(itx(A, x))).
Proof of Theorem 2. The implication (1) -» (2) is Theorem 1.
(2) -♦ (3) This part is essentially [2, Lemma 3.3(h) ]. Use Lemma 6 twice and note that it\{X, x)*itx{Y, y) naturally becomes a subgroup of the fundamental group itx{{X, x) V {Y, y), x) by inclusion maps (Proposition 5). Then we get 7t1((CX,x)V(CT,y),x) ~ itx{{X, x)v {Y, y), x)/N, where N is the minimal normal subgroup containing itx{X, x) * itx{Y, y). Hence, (2) to X. Therefore there must exist ak £ 0¡k such that H{ak) £ C{X\U). Since Vtx (zc £ N) is pairwise disjoint, there exists a condensation point a* of {ak : k £ N}. Since we can get a subsequence of ak {k £ N) that converges to a*, we assume lim¿^ooa/c = oA for simplicity of notation. Then H{a*) belongs to C{X\U), since it is closed. On the other hand, for each k £ N there exists a point ßk on the segment from ak to a* such that H{ßk) = x. This implies H{a*) -x, which is a contradiction.
Case 2. Otherwise. Observe that if VxnVx f^ 0 for m < n then there exists m < k < n such that Ix is isolated or IkY is isolated. Hence the assumption implies the existence of infinitely many m such that 1% is isolated. Now, the contradiction can be deduced in the same way as in Case 1.
Remark. According to [1, Theorem 2] , the first countability is essential for the implication (1) -> (2) in Theorem 2 and Corollary 2. Here we show that the first countability is also essential for the inverse implication in them. Let H = UneN C" De me so-called Hawaiian earring, where Cn = {(x, y) : (x -1/zz)2 + y2 = 1/zz2}. We induce a finer topology using a nonprincipal ultrafilter & on N. The topology at the points other than (0, 0) = 0 is the same as H. For X £ SF and open neighborhoods U" of o in Cn (zz $ X), let 0{U" : n £ X) -Unex C« u U«¿A-Un-Induce a topology by these neighborhoods and let E.gr be the space. Though Eg-is not locally simply connected at o, Egshares the following property of the bouquet of infinitely many circles, which has the weak topology as a CW-complex. That is, any loop / in Eg-is in a finite union of C" 's. Suppose not. There exists an infinite subset X of N such that Im(/) n Cn\{o} ^ 0 for each n £ X. Divide X to two infinite subsets Xx and X2. Since 9~ is an ultrafilter, at least one of them does not belong to y, say X\. Take 0 £ Un c C" {n £ Xx) so that Im(/)nC" £ U". Then there exists a condensation point a of the sequence of sets f~x{Cn \ U") {n £ Xx). Since f{a) = o but 0{Un : n <£ N\XX) does not intersect any Cn \U" {n £ Xx), a contradiction occurs. Therefore, Hy-with o satisfies the conclusion of [1, Proposition 3] , which implies that itx{{W$-, o) V (T, y), o) is naturally isomorphic to itx{W#-, o) *itx{Y, y) for any space Y with y £ Y.
The implication (2) -> (3) in Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 holds without first countability as the proof shows. However, we do not know whether they are equivalent in general or not.
Construction of a locally simply connected space
In [1] the author has shown the existence of a simply connected space X with x that is locally simply connected at x , but {X, x)M{X, x) is not simply connected. Such a space cannot be first countable at x by Griffiths's theorem (Theorem 1). The method of construction was to attach infinitely many copies of Griffiths's space, i.e., the cone on the Hawaiian earring, so that the resulting space would become locally simply connected at x. The method of construction for Theorem 3 is as follows. Regarding the construction in [1] as a procedure making a point locally simply connected, we will attach infinitely many copies of the space in [ 1 ] to points and iterate this process so that the resulting space becomes locally simply connected at all points.
For a set X, Seq X is the set of all finite sequences of members of X, where a finite sequence of length zc is a function whose domain is the set {0, I, ... , k -1}. The length of a sequence 5 is denoted by lh5 and the empty sequence is denoted by ( ). For k < lh s, 5 f zc is the restriction of 5 to the set {0, ... , k -1}. For a sequence 5 with Ihs = k and x £ X, s * (x) is the extension of s by x, i.e., Ihs * {x) -k + I, s * (x)(k) = x , and 5 * (x)(i) -s(i) for i < k. The set of natural numbers is denoted by N. Let I be the set of triples of finite sequences (o, s, t) of the same length as the following: o £ Seq (0,1), s, t £ Seq N, and s is nondecreasing. For (o, s, t), (x, p, q) £ ~L, (t, p, q) is an extension of (o, s, t) (denoted by (o, s, t) < (t , p, q)) if t , p, q are extensions of o, s, t, respectively. In addition, if lh o < Ihr, we say (x, p, q) is a proper extension of (o, s, t) and denote it by (a, s, t) -< (x, p, q). uU{*P.r'Xi(°' e):(a,s,t)^ {x,p,q),\xAho) -1| < e;
Ifp(zc-I) < m or qik-I) < ç{p{k -I)), then |t(zc)| < e for lhct < zc < Hit; p(lhr -1) < m or qilhx -1) < tpipAhx -1))} ölJ{Yli -io,s,t)^ix,p,q), |T(lhcT) -l| < e;
Ifp(zc-l)<zrzori?(rC-\) < q>{p{k -I)), then |t(zc)| < e for lhrr < k < Ihr;
where 0 < e, tp : N -» N , and m £ N. When we do not make any specification, we assume that basic open neighborhoods LV,e((x, y, z)° t) and Uy'fii0,0,z)f¡) satisfy the conditions as defined above. If basic open neighborhoods of (x, y, z)ft and {u, v , w)xpq intersect, then one of (rr, s, t) and (t , p, q) is an extension of the other. If (0, 0, l)^, belongs to L^'£m((0, 0, z)ft) for 0 < z < l, then Xm c V and p(lhr -l) > m. Therefore, ixp\.q,~xVia, b) = iTp',.q,~xXxia, b) for any extension (t' , p', q') of (t , p, q). These assure that the above defines a topology of F. The following can be easily seen. Tf, is open and homeomorphic to T. The bijection if, is a homeomorphism. In the following we investigate the space T.
Lemma 7. F is a Tychonoff space. = < Proof. It can be easily seen that F is a Hausdorff space. It is easier to get the desired continuous map for a basic open neighborhood of (x, y, z)f, for (x,y) ^(0, 0) or of (0, 0, l)ft than the case for (x, y) = (0, 0) and z < 1.
Hence we only deal with c/^o'™0((0, 0, z0)°°Jo) for z0 < 1. We may assume that Co < min{zo, 1 -z0} Then, /((0, 0, z0)asfto) = 0 and /(a) > e0 for a i î/^((0, 0, z0)asflo). First we check the continuity of h. Let e be an arbitrary given positive real. In case (x, y) / (0, 0), take V 3 (x/( 1 -z), y/( 1 -z)) so that \g{a, b) -gix/il -z), y/(l -z))\ <e for (a, b) £ V.
Then, \hüu, v , wfp q) -hüx, y, z)as t)\ < e for any {u,v,w)Tp¡¡ £ Uy,siix, y, z)ast). In case (x, y) = (0, 0) and z < 1, take V and m > mo so that Xm c V and \g{a, b)\ < e for ia, b) £ V. Then \h{{u,v,w)l<q)-h{{0,0,z)lt)\<e foranyiu,v,w)lq£U^JH0,0,z)ft).
The continuity of h at (0,0, l)ft is proved similarly. A remaining critical case to show the continuity of / is that of (0,0, z)f t for {o, s, t) -< (<70, so, to). Take m>m0 so that so(lhCT0-1) < rn. Then f{{u, v, wfp q) = s0 = fii0,0,z)ft) for iu,v,w)lq£Ux;">Zo_£oiiO,0,z)f,).
Lemma 8. Let P be the set of all peaks of cones, i.e., P = {(0,0, l)f, :
(ct, s, t) £ I}. If the sequence x" in £ N) of members of P converges then there exists p £ P such that xn -p for almost all n £ N.
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Proof. Let lim"^ooX" = (x, y, z)ft and x" = (0, 0, l)asft"-It *s easily seen that (x,y) = (0,0). Since Tf, is open, almost all {a",s",t") are extensions of (ct , s, t, ). Hence, we may only deal with the case where (ct , s, t) -< (ct" , s" , i") for zz £ N. Case 1. There exists m suchthat s"(11ict) = m for infinitely many zz. For an arbitrary tp, U*;fy{{0, 0, z)ft) n {(0, 0, l)J>fl : p(Hict) = m} = 0, which contradicts lim"^ooX" = (x, y, z)°,, Case 2. Otherwise. Taking a subsequence, we may assume that s"(11ict) < s"+i(lhCT). Take tp so that /"(Hier) < rp(lhcr). Then U^\/2{{0, 0, z)as t) n {(0,0, l)p ;? :p(lhcr) = m} = 0, which contradicts lim^ocX« = (x, y, z)ft. It is a routine to check the continuity of H, hence we omit it. Since the restrictions of H to the basic open neighborhoods in the second proposition are deformation retracts in themselves, the second proposition also holds.
Lemma 10. F is locally simply connected. Proof. Actually we prove that certain basic open neighborhoods are simply connected, and it is easily seen that they form neighborhood bases. By Lemma 9 we can see that F is locally path connected. Therefore, we may choose basic points of loops freely to show that basic open neighborhoods are simply connected. The simple connectivity of Uy>e(x, y, z)f'\ for a connected V is easy in comparison with the following case. Hence, we only prove the simple connectivity of Uy'fUO, 0, zo)ft) (= U), where V is connected and {(x, y) : (x -1/z')2 +y2 = 1/z2} (£ V for i < m. Let / be a loop in U and Remark. Here we remark that the fundamental groups of the spaces in Theorem 4 and [1, Theorem 2] and Griffiths's space [2] are isomorphic. Denote those spaces as XX,X2, X3 with a distinguished point t, where Xx = (F, /) V (F, f) and t = (0, 0, z) in the proof of Theorem 4. Let T2 = {(u, v, w) £ Yx : w > Z}UU{^), (») : zrz,zz € N} and F3 = {(«, «, w) £ Yx : w > z}. Then X2 and X3 are homeomorphic to the subspaces (T2, t) V (F2, t) and (F3, i) v (T3, t) of Xx , respectively. Let E = {(zz, w, w) £ Yx : w = z} and i'i : (H, i) V (H, 0 ■-» X, , z2 : (H, t) V (H, /) «-X2, i3 : (H, t) V (M, f) «-» X3 be the inclusion maps.
Then, (z'3)* is surjective and Ker((z'3)*) is the minimal normal subgroup containing the free product 7ti(H, /) *itx{E, t) by [2, Lemma 3.3] , which can be proved using Lemma 6 twice. By Lemmas 8 and 9, we get a similar result to Lemma 6 concerning ix instead of z3 and the same result for (z'i)". Since the corresponding properties of T2 to Lemmas 8 and 9 also hold, we get the same result for (12)*.
